Learning & Teaching Enhancement Journeys
This 'tube map' outlines CELT's broad strands of work, some impact stories and future plans. For specific details and workshop outlines please visit http://celt.southwales.ac.uk or contact celt@southwales.ac.uk
Lines (CELT work strands)
Enhancing learning through technology — Susan James, FCI
Show & Share
(SEP Seminars &
conferences)

As the Technical Instructor for Fashion, I work with multiple groups of students all
needing to see the same detailed practical demonstrations. I approached the
Technology Enhanced Learning partner for FCI, for advice. The solution was simple.
Why not livestream the demonstration to the whole class and upload the video
footage to Panopto for students to view in their own time? This resulted in positive
feedback from students about the opportunity to go back over demonstrations
evidenced by the number of hits on the recordings and an enhanced learning
experience during demonstrations thanks to the live projection meaning that I can
demonstrate to fewer, larger groups.
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TELTA
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(e.g. TSL Mentor Network)
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Team Recognition
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Individual Recognition

Connecting line

Professional Development
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Pedagogic Research

Key to symbols

USW Projects & Infrastructure
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or

Interchange (activity leading to other
main lines)

CATE

Activity opening in 2018–19

Questioning Disability Assumptions — Beth Pickard, FLSE

AdvanceHE
IELTA

NTFS

THEA

I am the BA (Hons) Creative and Therapeutic Arts Course Leader, have been teaching in
HE since 2014 and this year I won a National Teaching Fellowship! I am passionate
about inclusive education and I challenge individuals, communities and the University
to notice and question the assumptions they make about disability. Innovating the
course to reflect my vision, I tracked the impact on students and teaching staff. I used
the SEP Seminars and USW Summer Conference to showcase my work, test out new
ideas and build networks for change, and drew the whole together into a successful
SFHEA claim through TSL@USW. I am keen to keep building my work at USW and
helping others achieve national recognition for the excellent work we do here.

Experimenting with teaching — Mohamed Mohamed, FCES
Strategic
Development

Taught short
courses

Role specific
development

Links to external
network

Activity

Bespoke
Workshops

(ALT, SEDA)

Ad-hoc, short,
help interventions
(CARA)

I have been teaching mechanical and aeronautical engineering for 2 years at USW. I
love teaching but was aware that it was sometimes hard to get responses from
students in class so I wanted to make some changes. I had some ideas from SEP
seminars, but it was hard on my own. Taking part in LEEP: Active Learning, I worked
with a colleague on a shared project called ‘Encouraging student engagement in
formal lectures’. I realized that the students have progressed positively, their academic
outcome has increased and they had more fun too. I used the theory and ideas I learnt
through LEEP to make a successful FHEA claim through TSL@USW. This year I want to
carry on my teaching project and hopefully share or publish it.
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Research informing teaching — Lauren Thomas, FBS
PhD/Masters
project supervision
SEP focused
projects

CELT led
projects

Learning
Systems

Loop

Informing strategy/policy
(themed away days, policy work)

FindARoom

Education development
database infrastructure

As part of the SEP Transformative Learning Environments I was invited to take part in an
ethnographic study to see if changes to classroom furniture impacted student
interaction. As part of the study I had to record short reflective vlogs. I enjoyed doing
this and I’m going start using them with my students too. I tried different furniture
layouts and began to feel more confident about designing activities, such as
movement-based group work using the wall mounted boards. The students responded
by becoming my most confident, interactive group. I already miss teaching them! I now
explicitly plan how space will influence what I am trying to help students learn and I am
hoping to share my experiences with the TLS Community of Practice this year.

Learning Analytics
(Jisc)

Exploratory:
Inspiring Teachers

Student
Engagement

Panopto

The potential of Learning Analytics — Clare Johnson, FCES

Piloting strategic projects
e.g. Learning Analytics

As a Personal Academic Coach, I conduct termly meetings with lots of students. I need
to get a sense of their engagement and progress, so last year I had to gather data from
different systems which was a messy, time-consuming business and didn’t allow for
easy comparisons between students. I heard about the introduction of the Learning
Analytics Data Explorer dashboard, so I attended one of the training sessions. I think
the dashboard will make our lives a lot easier, bringing all of the information into one
place. I found it useful to see the engagement in VLE learning content, library use,
attendance, and particularly the assessment information. I really feel that this will
benefit the management of my modules and provide better support to my students.

Learner Engagement
e.g. Meetoo

Inclusive Practice
e.g. Blackboard Ally

Digital Literacy
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CELT Activity 2017/18 and 2018/19
2017/18 — The figures and charts below are a snapshot of CELT’s achievements and major activities in the previous academic year
CELT activity (17/18) by strand

Professional Development strand detail
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2018/19 — CELT activities for the current academic year
Here we set out some of the detail behind our tube
lines of activity overleaf. Building on your feedback and
suggestions, items in italic are new for 2018/2019. Please
get in touch with the team to chat about how we can work
with you and your colleagues.

Professional Development:
Taught short courses:
• LEEP: Active Learning;
• LEEP: LTA (FCES specific);
• LEEP: Educational Change (pilot);
• LEEP into publication (pilot);
• LEEP into Fellowship;
• LEEP into TEL (in development).
Role specific development:
• Contribution to PgCLTHE;
• Contribution to New 2 Teaching in HE (pilot);
• Contribution to ASM Development;
• Contribution to Course Leader Programme;
• Role development for:
- TSL@ USW mentors;
- TSL@USW assessors;
- PgCLTHE mentors.
Bespoke Workshops: On request and as able to resource
e.g.
• Promotion through LTA pathways;
• Scholarship of Learning and teaching;
• Assessment and feedback in context;
• TEL — hands-on and theoretical for faculties and
professional services on request.
Strategic Development:
• LTEC/SEP away day support;
• Faculty, School & subject based support for TEL —

input into: Faculty conferences, learning at lunches,
faculty development days;
• TEL in Curriculum Development.
Ad hoc, short interventions:
• Academic Induction;
• 1:1 educational development consultations;
• 1:1/group TEL partner support (e-mail, phone, faceto-face).
Pan-university Curriculum Development workshops:
• Academic Integrity Series;
• Writing for Course Validation;
• Inclusion in the classroom: UDL;
• Inclusion in the classroom: supporting autistic
students.
Topical/tool specific seminars:
• How to make the most of…
- Blackboard Basics;
- Using Blackboard Effectively;
- Engaging your students using Panopto;
- Peer Assessment with Turnitin;
- Assessment and Feedback with Turnitin and
Grademark;
- Using marking grids and rubrics;
- Using Surveys and Quizzes;
- Using Panopto to support assessment;
- Assessment and Feedback with Blackboard
Assignment tool.
• MeeToo webinars/face-to-face sessions;
• Learning Analytics (NB: this is moving to IT Services in
Nov ‘18).
12 Days of TELMas

Digital resources:
• Development, and curation of, a new amalgamated
CELT and TEACH website with resources to support
the various roles of the USW academic;
• Digital Publishing Group;
• CELT/TEL Blog.

Individual & Team Recognition:
UKPSF Recognition:
• TSL@USW workshops;
• TSL@USW Writing Retreats;
• PFHEA for me now or in the future?

- TEL Webinar series.
Conferences:
• Summer LT conference;
• Autumn conference;
• Support for local bespoke conferences/events as able
to resource;
• TEL@USW (summer 2019);
• Lecture Capture mini-conference.
Communities of Expertise:
• Simulation (pilot).
Role Specific networks:
• TSL@USW mentor and assessor network (pilot);
• Learning Technologists’ network.

External Recognition:
• Getting external recognition for your teaching/
learning support workshops;
• 1:1 planning and writing intensives;

Teaching and Learning Reading Group.

Community Building & Sharing:

External:

Internal:

Cara (Council for Assisting Refugee Academics):
• Webinar contributions;
• Academic Skill Development workshops.

SEP Seminars: four themes for 18/19:
1. Creativity in the curriculum:
- Focusing on Graduate Attributes;
- Focusing on work-based learning;
- Creativity in design;
- Flexible modes of delivery.
2. Promoting active learning and curiosity:
- Students as partners;
- Student inclusion and ownership;
- Making learning visible.
3. Staff collegiality;
4. TEL lunchtime seminars:
- Social Media;
- Using Video (mini-conference);

Pedagogic Research:
CELT led projects:
• Inspiring Teachers;
• Panopto review;
• TEL Strategy;
• Welsh medium provision;
• Transnational Curriculum collaboration.
SEP focussed projects:
• 1819 Student Engagement project.

PhD and Masters Supervision

USW Projects & Infrastructure Activities:
Maintenance and development:
• Learning systems (NB: this is moving to IT Services in
Nov ‘18);
• LOOP (NB: this is moving to IT Services in Nov ‘18);
• FindARoom;
• Educational development database infrastructure;
• Learning Systems Review;
• TSL@USW accreditation compliance;
• Internal and External awards support and celebration.
Piloting strategic projects:
• Learning Analytics (NB: this is moving to IT Services in
Nov ‘18);
• Meetoo;
• Inclusive Practice: Blackboard Ally;
POB calls:
• Review support for POB as per recommendations of
TEL partner evaluation.
Digital Literacy:
• Review recommendations of Digital Literacy report for
currency and on-going implementation in particular in
relation to inclusivity and raising awareness of support
available;
• Training for student mentors as digital support
becomes part of their role;
• Workshops and staff development focusing on JISC
Insights tool;
• Workshops and staff development on TEL tools;
• TEL partner work.

